Selectivity of N-[2-(dimethylamino)ethyl]acridine-4-carboxamide towards Lewis lung carcinoma and human tumour cell lines in vitro.
N-[2-(Dimethylamino)ethyl]acridine-4-carboxamide (AC; NSC 601316) is a chemically novel antitumour agent which is thought to interact with DNA topoisomerase II and which has DNA binding properties which are distinct from other acridine derivatives such as amsacrine and its disubstituted analogue CI-921. AC is one of the most active agents, experimental or clinical, against the Lewis lung carcinoma in mice. AC is the first acridine derivative in our hands to show higher activity against cultured Lewis lung cells than against leukaemia lines. AC is more active against two human leukaemia cell lines (U-937 and Jurkat) than against a melanoma line (MM-96) and is inactive against the HT-29 human colon line. With all cell lines tested, cytotoxicity was higher at AC concentrations of 3-6 microM than at 15-20 microM. AC at a concentration of 20 microM inhibited the cytotoxicity of amsacrine and CI-921, but not that of another topoisomerase-directed drug doxorubicin. A Lewis lung line which had been cultured for a long period was less sensitive than a line freshly isolated from mice, but sensitivity of the cultured line recovered after it was multiply passaged in vivo. Long-term cultures may therefore be less appropriate than short-term cultures for predicting effectiveness of AC in vivo.